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Dacodec by Dacodec Ltd is a tool for automated detection of database content encryption. It scans the content of databases and the layout of the.mdf files and.ldf files. SQL Server 2008 R2 and 2008 use the Windows operating system with File Protection technology. SQL Server 2012 uses Database Engine Encryption. Dacodec discovers DB
encryption for databases created with SQL Server 2008 and SQL Server 2012. SQL Trace is an excellent utility that comes with the SQL Server enterprise software. SQL Trace is a full-scale monitoring and analysis tool that captures every user and server interaction within your database. SQL Trace records system, statement, and execution

time for your SQL statements. You can use excessive T-SQL language templates, take SQL trace snapshots or export the captured data into a traditional log file. SQL Server Profiler is a utility to help you discover and troubleshoot the performance of any part of the SQL Server engine. It collects trace data in a system buffer for later analysis.
SQL Server Profiler also provides SQL usage metrics for each statement, key columns, duration, slow queries with resource use, for example, and memory and locking resources. You can use SQL Server Profiler to scan databases, generate execution plans, monitor multithreaded applications, and detect deadlocks. SQL Server Agent monitors

SQL Server workloads, distributing activity across SQL Server agents on multiple SQL Server instances. It allows you to deploy, monitor, and control jobs and agents to all the servers that your SQL Server uses for reporting and management. SQL Server Agent removes the need to manually start and stop SQL Server services.
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The standard edition of PRTG is free to download and install. You can use it to monitor and collect extensive
performance data, add alerts for when and what to look for, notify an Expert of issues they may find, view data
graphs in real time and then save all your data for analysis offline, and query your databases and servers. You

can also use the standard edition to view historical data. That includes reports of the performance of your entire
network infrastructure on each of your servers, including operating systems, hardware, storage, and web

servers. Hello, this is the main tool I have been using to find out the stats of the DB, the site itself and the entire
SQL server. It must be noted that this a free tool and only gives some basic info about the DB. All other info is in
additional data that can be queried in the main program. I use this everyday and quite often during the day so

this is a good tool. The Internet, or a user, with a permission problem. This is a comprehensive SQL Server
performance monitoring tool, both on the server and on the client side. This tool contains a number of different

reports, ranging from a database health view to detailed dbasatistics for every database, planned and
unplanned. It also has the tools a user with a permission problem. This is a comprehensive SQL Server

performance monitoring tool, both on the server and on the client side. This tool contains a number of different
reports, ranging from a database health view to detailed dbasatistics for every database, planned and

unplanned. It also has the tools to provide you with a detailed audit of your SQL Server configuration and can
perform a troubleshooting analysis of problems. It includes a free trial for a week. 5ec8ef588b
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